When key decisions are made on capital infrastructure programs at the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA), it is often necessary to relate maps to mental or physical images of the built environment. Multimedia tools have evolved so that such queries can be addressed using off-the-shelf software combined with innovative development techniques to achieve powerful results. A spatial multimedia system was developed for CTA. Such spatial multimedia technologies can integrate spatial representations of existing or proposed urban environments with qualitative descriptions by linking maps to static and dynamic images.
The Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) has had increased ridership on its rail system for almost 5 consecutive years. Much of the rail system is more than 100 years old and in need of rehabilitation. The system is operating at or near capacity. As CTA moves forward with major capital programs, it is vital that all involved parties fully understand the condition of the system's infrastructure in a detailed sense (for engineering support) and in a general sense (for executivelevel decision making and discourse). Elected officials, key stakeholders, and other interested parties need access to detailed information on the characteristics, condition, and health of the built environment. The system described herein is designed to support executive-level decisions and discussion through the spatial representation of such information and visual images of the built environment. Further, the same technology fills a critical need for CTA in communicating the value and benefits of potential new major infrastructure investments.
Spatial multimedia systems integrate video, sound, and text with maps to facilitate discussions of built and natural environments. Such systems have been implemented in various academic and professional settings (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . Spatial multimedia systems provide new opportunities for sharing and understanding transportation information (7, 8) . It can provide an opportunity to understand technical data or visual and aesthetic information about transit systems in an easy to see and understand format. The Chicago rapid transit system infrastructure is represented through visualization using linked digital video, panoramic and aerial photographs, and track and route maps, in a way not possible with simple still photographs.
BACKGROUND
Spatial multimedia helps to support a shared vision of an urban area. The technology has evolved from the panoramic photography of urban landscapes in the early 1900s to vehicle-mounted motion picture filming from the early days of movies in the same era (Figure 1) . The middle of the 20th century introduced the interpretation of aerial photographs for military intelligence and later urban planning purposes and post-World War II time-lapse studies of public spaces (9) .
Videodisc Technology
One of the earliest practical applications of spatial multimedia involved analog videodiscs that were popularized in the 1980s by Pioneer's Laserdisc system. Applications such as the British Broadcasting Company Domesday Disk (10) and the Aspen Disk developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Media Lab (11) are early examples of how computer control of a videodisc player could provide virtually instant access (frequently under 1 s) to any one of 54,000 images. Connecting more than one videodisc player to the same computer could provide still greater capacity. For example, with the St. Louis Riverfront project, a relevant video frame on the disc could be accessed through a look-up table or database that would relate a selected coordinate on a map with the associated video frame (5) . Sometimes more than one frame would relate to a single location, with images available to enable users to view a site from several different perspectives (or at different points in history).
Videodisc technology was particularly adept at enabling users to access information through the navigational metaphor. This capability was largely due to the technology's design for the playback of motion pictures at variable speeds.
Conventional videodiscs were rapidly supplanted by a technology that could store many images on computer-readable media. This technology was made possible by low-cost advancements in image compression, hard disk (and other high-speed storage device) capacities, and effective mechanisms for the capture and subsequent transfer of high-quality images into standardized digital files. Thus, a customized hardware configuration of a videodisc is no longer required to display the images and maps that support visual surveys of the built environment.
In the early 1990s, several standards for digital motion video files began to appear, including the Motion Picture Expert's Group standard, Apple's Quicktime, and Microsoft's Video for Windows. These file formats enabled significant space savings because of compression algorithms. Also, various playback speeds and control mechanisms were possible. These file formats, combined with the rapid access of still frames from a motion picture file, made it possible to effectively mimic the functionality of a videodisc machine entirely within software.
Visual Navigational Aid Techniques
Some of the earliest implementations of spatial multimedia technology involved visual surveys of the built environment. In concept, this activity can simply be supported by linking images to locations on a map. The relationship between image and map can support several methods of browsing. For example, a visual survey can be geographically driven by enabling the user to view an associated image by selecting a location on a map. Also, a visual survey can be navigationally driven, enabling the user to move through a sequence of images (that may or may not be animated to give one the illusion of actual travel). Stopping at a specific site could have the effect of displaying the relative location on the associated map. More sophisticated visual surveys could be created to be content driven, enabling the user to query a database (or do a hypertext search of the textual annotations) and receive the appropriate images and their relative locations highlighted on an associated map.
For a better understanding of an area using visual navigation techniques, the area may need to be viewed from different perspectives. Several types of video shots can be linked to a map for conducting a visual survey. Three common types of shots include fixed position, 360°axial view digital nodal video, and navigation. Fixed position shots enable the user to view a video clip of a particular site from a fixed camera angle. The sites can be symbolized on a map as arrows that match the direction of the camera's angle. Sites can be viewed from several different angles, enabling the user to switch perspectives the same way that a television director switches cameras to show different angles of a sporting event. Fixed position imagery is useful for studies of movement, for example, automobile traffic, pedestrian flow, and time-lapse studies of public space usage.
The digital nodal video image enables the user to see a 360°axial view from a fixed vantage point. These views are useful for illustrating the environment surrounding a particular location. The user can zoom, pan to the left or right, and tilt up and down. Thus, additional views of what is beyond the camera are offered by enabling the user to look at the surrounding area while standing at a single location. This technology is useful for analyzing the relationships between elements of place and has been popularized with Quicktime VR and LivePicture file formats.
Navigational sequences show users what it would be like to walk, drive, or fly through a particular area. This technology was designed to aid visual navigation by enabling the user to view a geographic area from a moving perspective, such as that experienced in traveling through a region. Navigational images may be represented on a map as linear symbols that represent the routes available to a user.
OVERVIEW OF RAIL INFRASTRUCTURE SYSTEM
CTA's rapid transit system, commonly known as the "L," consists of seven heavy rail lines built between 1892 and 1993. The L serves the city of Chicago and six suburbs running on elevated, subway, grade-level, and expressway median rights-of-way. CTA is a statechartered metropolitan transit agency that operates the L system. CTA has been a semiautonomous public agency since 1947. Before then, private companies operated the rail system (12, 13) .
The CTA rail infrastructure system is a representation of the Chicago rapid transit system infrastructure using linked navigational sequences, digital nodal videos, aerial photographs, and track and route maps. The rail infrastructure system was developed for CTA by the Great Cities-Urban Data Visualization Laboratory (GCUDV), College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs, University of Illinois at Chicago.
The system consists of QuickTime movies of the L right-of-way in station-to-station segments, as viewed from the cab of a rapid transit train. These movies are linked to track maps of each line in Adobe Acrobat. These maps serve as the navigational environment. Also included in the system are digital nodal videos of several key stations and track maps of every rail yard.
The user navigates through the system by clicking on the feature of interest. Navigation proceeds from the general (e.g., a complete line) to the specific (e.g., a view of the entry point to a station).
The opening screen provides a system overview, and the user can select a specific line. Figure 2 shows the representation of the Brown Shiffer et al.
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Line at its maximum zoom-out. The user has a view of the entire line in relation to the overall system (shown in gray) and also can see which stations on the line have digital nodal videos available (denoted with red boxes on the actual map). The bookmark bar on the left provides another method for quick navigation to the different lines and maps available in the infrastructure system. The user can focus on a specific section of track by selecting Acrobat's Zoom In tool and clicking on either the map or box in the area of interest. Figure 3 shows a zoomed-in view of a specific section of track near the Fullerton Station on the Brown Line. Four thumbnails each represent a movie file that shows the right-of-way and surrounding area between the stations. The user can view station-to-station navigational sequences by clicking on the video thumbnail between the desired stations (and positioned next to the track where the footage was shot) or view an aerial photograph of a station by clicking on the station's name. Figure 4 is an example of a typical station-to-station moviebetween the Southport and Paulina Stations-zoomed in. The bar at the bottom of the movie window enables the user to control the playback of the movie, stop playback, rewind the footage, and forward it frame by frame. These navigational sequences are activated by clicking with the cursor and can be slowed, stopped, or moved forward or backward, frame by frame by using the mouse and playback bar displayed at the bottom of an active movie, or by using the return and arrow keys on the keyboard.
Digital nodal videos are displayed by clicking on those station names with red boxes around them, as shown for the Fullerton Station in Figure 3 . Each station's environment typically consists of an overview aerial map with icons showing the locations with 360°n odal videos. After an icon is selected, the user is "transported" to that location and is "standing" in that spot. The user can zoom in and zoom out from any image and navigate around an environment by using the software navigation tools, as shown in Figure 5 . This screen shot shows a typical digital nodal video environment-the southbound platform at Fullerton Station looking north. By clicking and holding the mouse button and dragging the cursor (seen in the center, next to the smokestack) from side to side, the user can move in a 360°circle standing in this location. The user can also zoom in and out by using the plus and minus buttons in the bottom left corner. The two circle icons (multicolored in the actual map) in the environment are hot spots. Clicking on one hot spot takes the user to a new location in the station environment. The location of the icon roughly correlates with where the user will be transported. For instance, by clicking on the icon on the right, the user will be taken to that point on the opposite platform. An icon on a door or stairway takes the user through that portal to a new room or floor, and so on. Multicolored icons in the environment, seen in Figure 5 , show other locations with digital nodal videos adjacent to the user's location. By clicking on one of these icons, the user moves to that new locale in the station facility. This technology can be run on a computer using either Windows or Macintosh operating systems with Acrobat or QuickTime, both of which can be installed free by accessing the manufacturer's website. Thus, the system is easy to distribute and cost-effective to use, because no costly software purchases or time-consuming installations are necessary. Recognizing that different users have access to different media, the system was developed for three different interfaces.
The first interface, a DVD version, was intended for presentation purposes and is shown in Figure 6 . The images-their graphical representations and videos in this format-are seen at the highest resolution and quality. This version of the system can be used for quick viewing on a computer or television screen using an ordinary DVD player. A project can be showcased, or a system characteristic can be promoted. The software used for this version are DVD and DVDPro. Creating the DVD was very complicated, and although the 
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Creating the CTA infrastructure system was a multistep process spanning several months that combined visual data collection and conceptual brainstorming to develop the style and appearance of the data navigation. The initial phase of the project involved collecting the raw data for the system, namely, navigational video and digital nodal video shots of selected locations. The first step included gathering the visual data, which meant shooting video footage of every CTA rapid transit line in both directions and shooting numerous carefully setup photographs at the stations for which the digital nodal video environments were to be created. The first five steps in creating the .pdf version of the system are common to the three different system interfaces.
Step 1 The first step involved shooting video using a digital video camera on a tripod outside the front window of a CTA rapid transit train on all system lines in both directions. This work was done in cooperation with CTA Rail Operations, which arranged for GCUDV personnel to be in the cab of certain regular in-service trains. A highquality Canon 3CCD digital video camcorder was used to shoot the footage.
Step 2
The footage was downloaded from the camera into a computer using a FireWire connection directly from the camera. FireWire is a peripheral standard developed by Apple and is available on all Apple Macintoshes. This feature provided not only ease of use but also minimal loss of resolution or quality. Transferring data at up to 400 Mbps, FireWire delivers more than 30 times the bandwidth compared with the USB peripheral standard. The footage was then down-sampled and changed to the desired resolution and frame speed to save disc space. Because the video shot was of a very high quality, it had to be processed to a lower resolution to fit all the navigational sequences in the least amount of space without sacrificing quality. Adobe Premiere running on an Apple Macintosh G4 was used for this purpose. Step 3
A series of photographs was taken using a digital camera on a tripod in a 360°field with a 30% overlap to create digital nodal videos. The photographs were shot from left to right until the initial point was reached. Ten photographs are necessary for a single nodal view. However, for indoor shots, the photographs are shot vertically to get the height perspective. The average number of photographs needed in such a case is 14. Photographs are shot at a resolution of 1024 × 768. This process was repeated at all desired locations.
Step 4
The photographs were stitched together, overlapping the duplicate parts of the images and connecting certain base points, to create a seamless 360°image. VR Worx 2 is used to do the stitching, and the files are saved as QuickTime movies. VR Worx also offers the option of placing links on these digital nodal videos to other nodal videos. This option can be used to move virtually from one place (scene) to another by clicking on an object on the scene (e.g., clicking on a doorway to go inside a room). The digital nodal videos are saved as QuickTime files.
Step 5
Step 6
The track maps were arranged in a single PDF file for system navigation, and the aerial photographs of the system were linked to the track maps.
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Step 7
A file directory system for the QuickTime movies and digital nodal video files was created and maintained as a self-contained file hierarchy to facilitate easy distribution of the project.
Step 8
All the QuickTime movies, digital nodal videos, and aerial photographs were linked to the track maps, corresponding to their place in the CTA rapid transit system. This important step is the most time-consuming part of the process after data collection. A multimedia system was created that consists of navigational sequences of the rapid transit rights-of-way, as viewed from the front of the train, split into station-to-station segments. These navigational sequences were linked to track maps of each line in an Adobe Acrobat file that serves as the navigation environment. Also included in the system were 360°digital nodal videos of several key stations and track maps of every rail yard.
FIGURE 6 DVD system interface.
The end product is a representation of the Chicago rapid transit system infrastructure using navigational sequences and nodal videos, coupled with track and route maps.
SYSTEM USERS AND IMPLEMENTATIONS
Often CTA personnel and contractors associated with CTA's various capital improvement projects need to visualize the built environment at various locations throughout the system. The rail infrastructure multimedia system facilitates this visualization by
• Providing an opportunity to share and understand transportation information,
• Aiding in the interpretation of technical or visual (aesthetic) information about transit systems,
• Providing an interface that is easy to use and understand, and • Integrating a variety of representations.
This multimedia representation of the CTA system is designed for various users and many different purposes. CTA is engaged in numerous capital improvement projects and plans to begin several others soon, including the Douglas Branch Rehabilitation. For CTA personnel, this system allows the user to view the current environment surrounding the L rights-of-way; understand the general look, feel, and design of these rights-of-way; and view the area surrounding each station. Stations with digital nodal videos have additional visual data about layout, design, and atmosphere. Thus, the CTA user can view a specific part of the system, without making a site visit, to assist in decision making and plan analysis. For non-CTA personnel and those unfamiliar with the CTA rail system, these uses also apply. Those who are unfamiliar with the rail system are also able to see what it is like to use the L and CTA rapid transit system. Thus, the CTA rail infrastructure system can not only assist in decision making but also be a primer for newcomers to the CTA L system. The system has been presented to groups of CTA employees, interns, and construction personnel and used for display purposes at internal meetings and to great effect at meetings between CTA and city agencies. This visual tool is very useful to clarify points of discussion and resolve queries about the rail system. Consultants working on capital planning and the rehabilitation of the Blue Line have also used the product in internal meetings. The alderman represent- ing the 47th Ward (where the Brown Line rehabilitation is under way) has received a CD with files pertinent to the Brown Line project. To date, the CD has not been shown at public meetings. Although many CTA employees have seen the footage, relatively few people have direct access to it.
SYSTEM USE
Many departments are responsible for decisions on maintenance, rehabilitation, and planning of rail infrastructure. The objective is for the multimedia product to be viewed, used, analyzed, and evaluated by a diverse group of users. This group will include those at the executive level-president, vice presidents, and general managers-as well as support staff in planning, information management, facilities maintenance, graphics and design, traffic engineering, scheduling, data services, real estate, strategic planning, construction services, communications, and engineering. Staff from many different departments will be able to give diverse, well-thought-out responses to evaluate the product. Also, more integrated use of the technology and greater support will be achieved when management and support staff know the many uses of the CTA rail infrastructure system. The product has been installed on several computers. Many of CTA's government-issued computer hard drives are too small for such a memory-intensive multimedia product as the .pdf version. Also, relying on laptops for presentations is risky, because navigational links can fail because of different software programs. If this continues to be a problem, a less memoryintensive web version may be installed that all users can access via the network and another version may be used during presentations.
For CTA personnel, this multimedia system allows the user to
• View the current environment surrounding the rail rightsof-way;
• Understand the general look, feel, and design of these rightsof-way; and • View the area surrounding each station.
SYSTEM EVALUATION
The system was designed for ease of use and flexibility. Specifically, the system can be run on a computer using either Windows or Macintosh operating systems and use Acrobat and QuickTime, both of which can be installed free from the manufacturer's website. The software is platform and software independent, and thus the system is easy to distribute and cost-effective to use.
Because of substantial time spent in acquiring, digitizing, and creating the different multimedia versions of CTA's infrastructure, it is important to determine if these resource-intensive methods are being used, to what extent, and with what results. For thoroughly evaluating the system as a visualization tool, users will be asked to complete surveys and respond to follow-up interviews. Personnel from many departments affect the planning process, so a diverse group of users will be asked to rate the product's usefulness and persuasiveness and ways of improving it. The surveys and interviews will generate much brainstorming on what users consider hot-button visualization issues. This method of evaluation will also reveal questions on possibilities for future creation or adaptation of multimedia tools for CTA.
Five system users were surveyed and followed up in three interviews. Some interviewees have used the system only once and others Shiffer et al. Paper No. 03-2582 9 more often. All persons are computer-literate and know how to use many different programs. They represent several CTA departments, including planning and scheduling. Nearly all system viewers and users are excited about its capabilities. They particularly enjoy the navigational sequences and the ability to stop the film to study still clips of certain images along the route. They were also pleased that they could navigate the digital nodal videos and zoom in to the aerials.
As expected, users offered strong opinions and recommendations about the system.
Benefits
The following benefits were expressed:
• Great historic value in comparing before-and-after images of rehabilitated stations and rail lines,
• Construction documentation, and • Planning visual tool.
Drawbacks
The following drawbacks were voiced:
• Lack of training session or short, one-page tutorial explaining how to find links to images;
• Thumbnail needed of type of link (aerial, panorama, noise, navigational sequence) and an explanation of how to navigate after a link is reached (e.g., how to enlarge an image using the magnifying glass);
• Disc space required-a better way needed to serve data or entire data sets;
• Temporal constraints-images not current enough for engineering use; and • Movie size very limiting, hard to see details.
Recommendations
The users made recommendations for system enhancement, further development, and use:
• Feedback from current system users will continue to be elicited. The multimedia system should be promoted and commented on by users in different departments, including real estate, engineering, construction, and public relations.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The CTA rail infrastructure system promises to be a valuable tool for planning, engineering, and operations. Opportunities to extend the concept to bus infrastructure and operations and to provide more detailed documentation have been identified. To support the documentation, integrated help pages and a quick-start tutorial will greatly improve system usability.
The development process is quite time-consuming, because it involves system design, extensive data collection, and assembly of different media. Data collection planning should encompass the shooting of video at high resolution and downsampling to the appropriate system level, focusing on specific geographic areas and using clear days to shoot outdoor locations. The web-based version of the system is the easiest to work with and offers the most flexibility. The spatial relationships inherent in the system suggest that a geographic information system may be an appropriate tool for organizing the visual data and providing an environment for integrating other types of traditional data (e.g., data used in condition assessment).
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